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ABSTRACT 

Vattenfall´s distribution and transmission networks cover 

both city and rural parts of Sweden. This leads to the 

challenge for Vattenfall that its strategic asset plan must 

consider structural differences and technical, regulatory, 

financial and capacitive restrictions at the same time. In 

addition, a balanced link between different planning 

phases is necessary to increase acceptance and feasibility 

of the derived strategic asset plan. 

To meet these requirements the existing asset simulation 

model for Vattenfall Distribution Sweden is significantly 

extended to show the effects of structural differences of the 

networks (e.g. on prices, quality, maintenance) by splitting 

into city, urban and rural asset groups. Additional target 

values like risks and financial indicators (regulated 

revenue cap, cash flow and internal rate of return (IRR)) 

are now available. To break down the strategic asset plan 

a list of measures for individual assets can be created. This 

will facilitate integration with long-, mid- and short-term 

planning in order to increase acceptance of the strategic 

results and is the base of a continuous improvement 

process.  

INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVES 

Vattenfall Distribution Sweden operates a distribution and 

a transmission network across Sweden, from 0,4kV-

130kV. Both networks must cover city, urban and rural 

parts of Sweden. The strategic asset plan at Vattenfall must 

consider structural differences as well as technical, 

regulatory, financial and capacitive restrictions. This paper 

shows how questions like … 

-  how can customer related risks (based on defined 

business values) be reduced?  

-   how can quality of service for customer be increased? 

-  what is the impact of different regulation scenarios on 

the cash flow of Vattenfall? 

-  what is the impact of implementing microgrids? 

… could be answered in a more flexible, consistent and 

fast way with development of an advanced simulation 

model. This allows companies like Vattenfall to have a 

more holistic approach when setting long term investment 

strategies. Furthermore, the development describes how a 

balanced link between the different planning phases 

(lifecycle, long-, mid- and short-term perspective) is 

created in order to increase acceptance of the strategic 

asset plan at a wider level at Vattenfall. 

APPROACH & METHODOLOGY  

To make proper decisions for a long living infrastructure 

like distribution and transmission networks a perspective 

over the lifecycle of the infrastructure is needed. It must be 

incorporated in a well-grounded strategic asset plan 

[1,2,3].   

 

Four planning phases are distinguished and need to be 

integrated (see figure 1). Short-term planning consisting of 

detailed operational plans for the following year based on 

projects and individual measures. These are based on a 

mid-term plan that usually spans over 3 to 5 years. 

 
Figure 1: Planning phases of infrastructures 

The mid-term plan is embedded in a long-term plan of 

around 10 years. This long-term plan provides an outlook 

of the behaviour of the infrastructure based on the current 

situation, assumptions about the development and 

expected external/internal requirements. It however still 

covers a slice of the long lifespan of most infrastructure 

assets. Therefore, it is necessary to integrate the 

development over the whole lifecycle of an infrastructure 

to avoid running into pitfalls like investment backlogs [4].  

 

The lifecycle perspective is looking over the (technical) 

lifetime of the infrastructure. It is therefore always coupled 

with a level of uncertainty about future developments. The 

life-cycle view needs on one hand to be based on observed 

data that is available at the present time and on the other 

hand on well-grounded assumptions about future 

developments (e.g. technical, financial, regulatory). These 

assumptions must be checked regularly via the 

connections to the more short-term planning phases to 

validate or – if necessary – correct them.  
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To make lifecycle considerations an aggregation of the 

asset base is required. Therefore, asset groups are defined 

that aggregate assets with similar characteristics like 

ageing, damage rates, costs or revenue. The assumptions 

are then defined for these groups rather than for each 

individual element of the network. This approach assures 

flexible modelling of long-term behaviour including 

interdependencies between the groups and the possibility 

to analyse different scenarios. The result is an asset 

simulation model that is based on the comprehensible and 

field-proven method System Dynamics [5,6,7,8,9]: 

In a first step, the target variables, associated parameters, 

possible measures and the dependencies and relationships 

between these variables are compiled and mapped in a 

causal-loop-diagram. In the second step, aging chains are 

described by means of stock and flow diagrams for the 

defined asset groups, which represent the technical 

lifetime of an asset. Each ageing chain is subdivided into 

individual condition classes which characterise the 

condition of the asset they contain. Depending on the 

condition class, the effects of the investment measures on 

the equipment in the class are described. The manifold 

relationships (feedback, delay and non-linear) between the 

various variables that influence an infrastructure are thus 

made transparent. In the third step, a dynamic asset 

simulation model is developed based on the description of 

the mathematical relationships and the combination of 

cause-effect, inventory and flow diagrams [8]. Based on 

the developed simulation model, different renewal 

scenarios can be calculated, evaluated, analysed in detail 

and interpreted. Finding the "best" asset simulation result 

under consideration of constraints requires the adaptation 

of several hundred parameters [10]. The selection of a 

simulation result may also have to consider opposing, i.e. 

conflicting, target values. Furthermore, each adjustment of 

a simulation result within the observation period leads to a 

new selection of the entire parameter set. This quickly 

leads to many variables that would have to be "optimally" 

selected. Here, so-called evolutionary optimization 

methods are used very successfully, which efficiently vary 

the parameters for the asset simulation model and are thus 

able to quickly find "best" solutions in such a complex 

decision space [11,12,13,14].  

 

INTEGRATED ASSET MANAGEMENT 

Based on these proven methodologies Vattenfall extended 

its current asset simulation model. Key aspects are the 

following four areas (see figure 2): 

1. Flexible data preparation: loading of the source data, 

allocation to the asset types and preparation of the data 

to be processed as well as validation of the data, closing 

data gaps, calculation of condition and importance/ 

criticality within the network.  

2. On this basis, the simulation and optimization 

calculations described above are then carried out.  

3. Conversion to a list of measures: The obtained 

“optimized” asset simulation result for a calculated 

scenario is then converted into a detailed list of 

measures. 

4. Visualization: This list of measures is ideally played 

back into the operative systems for further processing 

and visualized. Thus, a continuity and integration of 

the long-term view is given, which contributes to the 

acceptance and at the same time is the basis for a 

continuous improvement process. 

 

Figure 2: Extended asset simulation model for Vattenfall 
 

Furthermore, the requirements “flexibility” for quick 

changes and adaptations (functional and data), “usability” 

and “support of the continuous improvement process” 

without big effort are fulfilled.   

 

1. Transition to a flexible data input 

A common database is set up to deliver data for all 

calculations around the asset base. The asset simulation 

now accesses the same set of data that is used by the 

regulatory or planning department allowing better 

comparisons and exchange of results. An input interface to 

this database is created. With this interface it is possible to 

automatically update both the asset stock of Vattenfall 

Distribution and the regulatory norm prices of all assets: 

The Swedish regulatory system categorizes the electricity 

network assets into various norm codes. These norm codes 

are each assigned with a norm price that determines the 

regulatory value (and therefore allowed return) of the 

assets with this norm code. By setting up matching rules, 

each asset at Vattenfall Distribution is assigned one norm 

code. These norm codes are saved together with other asset 

information like year of construction, material/type or 

region. During data import this information is merged with 

the current norm price list. Certain asset groups, like 

switch gear or stations, are a combination of several 

physical assets that each have their own norm code, norm 

price and age. The import interface is therefore set up to 
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calculate weighted average values per asset on the 

aggregation level of the asset simulation. This approach 

significantly increases the accuracy of the imported values. 

The data import process is split in two phases with slightly 

different requirements: the stock data import requires 

exact information about the amount of assets per year of 

construction and (if available) condition or importance. 

The input interface is also set up in a way that it is open to 

further extensions like importing the asset health or risk 

index of assets to further improve the level of detail in the 

asset simulation tool and adapt to changes and 

requirements from inside and outside Vattenfall 

Distribution (see figure 3). 

 
Figure 3: Overview “data transformation process” 

On the other hand, the norm price import requires the 

import of all connected prices. For example, capacity 

banks are split in the norm code for the base element plus 

another norm code that specifies the capacity of the 

element (and therefore most of its value). This makes 

connections with other norm codes via parent IDs 

necessary to get the overall value of the asset base in the 

simulation model right. With this approach it is possible to 

update the regulatory norm prices within the simulation 

model together with the yearly update of the asset stock. 

This update can incorporate updates to the price list or 

changes in the asset structure. It is also possible to add new 

norm codes to the model in case of regulation changes. The 

calculated regulated norm prices per asset group in the 

simulation can then be connected to the COP-factor which 

defines the relation between the regulatory norm value and 

the costs for Vattenfall Distribution. As the next step the 

resulting cost values can be used to automatically calculate 

cost parameters for measures like replacement or growth 

in the simulation model.  

This approach in general leads to a list of rules, which can 

be used to close data gaps automatically every time the 

asset simulation model needs to be populated with data. 

2. Extension of asset simulation & optimization to 

calculate integrated asset scenarios 

The asset simulation is extended with additional targets 

like financial and risk indicators next to the existing targets 

like network quality to answer additional questions, 

achieve a better integration of the asset simulation into 

processes and get higher acceptance of the results.  

Extended Asset tree 

The asset tree that represents the different asset groups 

within the network is rebuilt by merging the previous 

simulation models for the transmission (regional) and 

distribution (local) grid into one integrated simulation 

model. The asset tree is built to reflect the requirements of 

the additional questions that the new simulation model 

needs to answer: The correct value of the network needs to 

be represented in the simulation model to be able to 

calculate financial indicators like revenue or cash flow. 

Therefore, all major asset groups that contribute value to 

the network are included in the asset tree. Especially for 

“regional” the asset tree is more detailed and granular by 

differentiating between various sizes/capacities that lead to 

significant differences in the value of the assets.  

For “local” the regional differences have a substantial 

influence on many parameters: in rural areas, for example, 

a fault leads to less interrupted customers than in the city, 

but the duration of the interruption is usually higher due to 

the longer distances to reach the faulty equipment. In the 

same way there are also differences for many other input 

parameters to the simulation model, like replacement and 

maintenance costs, maintenance intervals or the expected 

technical lifetime. Under these aspects it is necessary to 

add a regional differentiation to the simulation model: the 

asset tree is split into a North and South area, which are 

then split into City, Urban and Rural areas. 

With the extended asset tree (see figure 4), the simulation 

model is more fine-tuned, delivers more accurate results 

and allows the extension of additional targets.  

 
Figure 4: Overview “new asset tree” 

New targets “revenue stream”, cash flow and IRR 

The available target values of the asset simulation are 

extended and cover the following areas: technical 

development of the infrastructure (age, condition, 

failures), measures & budget, network quality, risk as well 

as financial indicators (revenue cap, cash flow and IRR).  

Therefore, indicators for the revenue stream are added by 

combining data calculated by the asset simulation tool, like 

the age structure and the development of the infrastructure, 
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with externally calculated values (not included in the 

simulation model like non-controllable costs). This is 

supported by more precise calculations of the network 

value based on single asset data that is aggregated from the 

data input step. In combination with the solution finder 

Vattenfall Distribution can calculate the effect of different 

asset scenarios on the company’s cash flow. The 

simulation model replicates the Swedish regulatory 

scheme to calculate the allowed revenue cap and thus 

requires input such as historical controllable costs e.g. 

maintenance, IT, staff etc. (used as a starting point but then 

adjusted in the simulation model in line with the simulated 

grid development), non-controllable costs (the definition 

of non-controllable costs is set by the regulation) e.g. cost 

of overlying grid fees and network losses. These values 

along with the regulatory asset value (based on amount, 

value and age of assets) is the foundation for the regulatory 

allowed revenue. The value of the assets is defined in line 

with the norm price list, which is matched automatically 

with the type of assets in the grid. A major parameter that 

significantly impacts the revenue level is the regulatory 

WACC which combined with the regulatory asset value 

amounts to ca. 50% of the total revenue. This figure has 

changed several times historically. This parameter can 

easily be changed in the simulation model to allow 

scenario and sensitivity analysis. The Swedish regulatory 

scheme bases the allowed revenue of a DSO on the 

amount, value and age of the assets in the respective grids, 

as well as historic operational costs.  

 

To calculate the cash flow [15] and IRR other common 

financial parameters are required i.e. internal discount rate, 

which can quickly be altered in the model if required. The 

cash flow is calculated in the simulation model using the 

calculated revenue frame, other operational costs (to a 

degree calculated), investment costs and calculated 

investment costs. One of the new features is thus that one 

can set a cash flow target or an IRR target and then get a 

view of the “best” long-term investment-plan under the 

current regulatory regime and given restrictions if one 

wants to optimise on profitability.  

 

The purpose for adding financial indicators to the model is 

to balance the technical targets of Vattenfall Distribution 

with the financial targets and thus be able to present the 

“best” long-term investment-plan under the given 

restrictions from other parts of the business. Previously 

this was done through “manual” iterations between the 

asset simulation model and an external financial model. 

This solution was time consuming, rather blunt and did not 

necessarily ensure that the “best” long-term investment-

plan was found. With the new financial indicators, it is 

possible to quickly review possible scenarios to improve 

the financial situation and understand the technical 

implications of potential investment scenarios. It is also 

possible to pinpoint which asset types are important to 

focus on in order to ensure profitability using the IRR 

target.  

Figure 5 shows an exemplary calculation of budget 

allocation considering technical (SAIDI) and financial 

(cash flow) targets.  

 
Figure 5: Exemplary results of investments, SAIDI and cash flow 

Risk based optimisation 

Vattenfall Distribution Sweden is on a journey to adapt its 

way of working to be in line with ISO 55000. As a step in 

that direction a business value framework as well as risk-

based decision-making guideline has been developed and 

is being implemented throughout the company. Initiatives, 

projects and activities etc. should be evaluated based on 

the framework in order to ensure prioritisation alignment 

at all levels of the company, from strategic to operational. 

Hence also the asset simulation model has been prepared 

to take the system risk into account to evaluate proposed 

measures on the same basis. For each type of asset an 

evaluation on risk mitigation defined as impacting the 

business values will be added. This will allow a broader 

evaluation of the measures that also considers softer values 

like brand, customer and society opinion along with the 

financial and quality targets but also environmental, legal 

and security requirements placed on a distribution 

company. As an example, it will then be possible to 

simulate how to invest in order to optimise customer 

satisfaction. Another example could be how to invest in 

order to keep the current risk levels long-term.  

3. Deriving a list of measures from asset-plan 

The list of measures is an additional application to break 

down the long-term asset-plan and to support the short- 

and mid-term investment planning.  

 

The list of measures is calculated for a time-frame of  

1-5 years (mid-term planning) and incorporates data from 

three different sources (see figure 6): 

- The results of the strategic asset-plan are transferred to 

the list of measures by yearly budgets per measure and 

asset group. This information therefore includes all 

requirements and restrictions from the life-cycle view. 

- The priority of every imported asset is calculated 

during the data integration step by calculation of the 

condition and the importance of the assets. Sorting by 

priority creates a list that shows in which order assets 

should be replaced from a technical point of view. 
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- Measures from the 1-year-plan are usually already 

fixed and need to be incorporated in the list of 

measures. They can be imported with an Excel-

interface on ID-level and are later labelled as planned 

measures in the resulting list of measures. 

 

Figure 6: Different sources for the list of measures 

The calculation of the list of measures brings these sources 

with very different views on the infrastructure together to 

show a first proposal on how to implement the strategic 

asset-plan over the mid-term-planning timeframe. The 

result is a list that gives a granular representation of the 

asset-plan which can be used for further analysis. The 

results can for example be used to visualize measures 

geographically on a map to identify hot spots in the 

network. It is also possible to use the list of measures to 

visualize the calculated condition, importance or priority 

values to get an easy and quick overview of the current 

status of the infrastructure (or parts of the infrastructure).  

It therefore helps to communicate asset management 

decisions by breaking them down to a more approachable 

asset level.  

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK 

Based on the implemented new asset simulation model 

some benefits can be realized:  

The solution and the embedded methodologies are in line 

with the infrastructure standards defined in ISO 55000 and 

implement an end-to-end asset management process – 

increasing the acceptance of the results.  

The improved connections and interfaces allow faster and 

more flexible update and exchange of data as well as 

processing and analysing of results from the asset 

simulation.  

With the addition of financial indicators to the asset 

simulation model Vattenfall Distribution can now analyse 

integrated asset scenarios to improve cash flow that fulfil 

technical, regulatory and financial requirements. The 

possibility is added to simulate and analyse the full picture 

of an integrated asset-plan avoiding time-consuming 

iterations between different parts of the business. For 

example, to achieve an optimised cash flow the investment 

distribution between grids can be calculated. A direct link 

between invested funds, strategic asset-plan and actual 

implemented measures is provided. 

The following future developments are considered: 

• Integration of microgrids  

• Modeling the effect of automation  

• Analysis of the effect of different strategies on the 

network tariff  

• Combination of strategic asset management and grid 

development in an integrated optimization process  
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